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Welcome

Highlights and Achievements

Welcome to the inaugural Rehabilitating Roe 8 2018-19 Annual
Report to stakeholders and community.
The Rehabilitating Roe 8 project is a community
led rehabilitation project that provides a unique
opportunity to maximise engagement with the
community to deliver on-ground results.

This project harnesses community passion for the
environment with experienced practitioners in an
effort to improve biodiversity and habitat values
within the Roe 8 corridor.

The Rehabilitating Roe 8 project draws together
expertise from a number of state government
agencies, science and the community to deliver a
restoration project within an urban environment.
The primary aim of the Rehabilitating Roe 8 project
is to deliver on the community's vision.

The Rehabilitating Roe 8 project is being
implemented on behalf of the community and
funded by the state government.
As the first year of the project comes to an end we
can reflect on the achievements made to date and
look to build on those into the future.
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First planting
event

MARCH 2019

Gardening
Australia
segment

Rehabilitating Roe 8 Advisory Committee (L:R) Tim Fisher (Department Biodiversity Conservation and Attractions), Gail Beck (South West
Aboriginal Land and Sea Council), Lou Corteen (Cockburn Community Wildlife Corridor), Angela Jackob (Coolbellup Community Association),
Catherine Baudains (Australian Association of Environmental Education), Ted Griffin (community member), Guy Boggs (Western Australian
Biodiversity and Science Institute), Rachel Standish (Perth Urban Restoration Scientific Advisory Committee), Jozina De Ruiter (Hamilton Hill
Rehabilitating
Committee
appointed
2019
Community
Group), Advisory
Kim Dravnieks
(community
member),February
Diana Corbyn
(Wildflower Society WA), Robert Dunn (Native Arc), Tim Barling
(Conservation Council WA). Absent: Heidi Mippy (Aboriginal Reference Group), Alison Wright (Save Beeliar Wetlands). Image L.Metz

VISION
Over a ten-year period of management, actions will transform the
impacted corridor into a young but thriving range of ecological
communities. These areas will be home to local biological diversity as
well as become community spaces, allowing the public access to enjoy
and respect the local environment via a connected pathway network.
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Summary of Activities

Category: Engagement and Involvement

2018-2019 (financial year)

1,912

Volunteer hours
contributed

$57,360

Value of volunteer
contribution

346

Attendees at
community
on-ground events

52,500

Plants installed

69

Species of ants
identified

32

Activity

Progress

Aboriginal heritage and
archaeological survey

Consultant appointed

Aboriginal employment training
engagement

Contact made with local indigenous employment agency. Indigenous videographer and
engaged to assist with creation of digital images including promotional videos.
Attended Aboriginal Reference Group meetings to provide update on RR8 project.
Welcome to Country ceremonies at major events.
Cultural protocol developed and to be integrated into RMP activities and communications.

Local employment

Local company contracted to undertake weed control works and undertake litter collection.

Governance structure

Confirmed

Advisory Committee

Terms of reference adopted.
Monthly meetings held with the first commenced in February 2019.
Meeting minutes and agendas available on Rehabilitating Roe 8 website

Community Expectations Plan and
Community Expectations and
Satisfaction Survey

Community Expectations Plan completed. Document identifies metrics including audits
for assessing progress against engagement and involvement objectives within the RMP.

Community education

Two community education events delivered.
Four hand weeding events delivered.
Six community planting events delivered including attendance from local schools.
Indigenous cultural education delivered to schools as part of rehabilitation activities.
Presentations delivered about the project to stakeholders and other community 		
organizations (e.g. Peel-Harvey Catchment Council)
On-going support of local volunteer groups undertaking activities within the project sit

Volunteer
weeding days

170
Event attendees
(not including on-ground events)

18Ha

Hectares of
weed control

Community expectation and satisfaction survey design completed.

Tertiary student education through monitoring and field trips (Murdoch University)

5

Schools engaged in
on-ground activities and
environmental education

285

Rehabilitating Roe
8 E-newsletter
subscribers

Local community adoption
of restoration areas

Two local community groups have been active within the corridor undertaking hand weeding
and vegetation mapping (Cockburn Community Wildlife Corridor and Friends of Malvolio
Bushland).
Works have been conducted on a fortnightly basis.

Community Science Conference

Advisory Committee has supported sponsorship of two science events- Nature City Seminar
and Nature-Link Symposium.

Partnerships

Rehabilitating Roe 8 has featured at City of Cockburn events such as Coogee Live. Upcoming
events have been included in the City’s Sustainable Living Event Series booklet and events page
On-going links with Murdoch University in relation to vegetation monitoring and citizen
science program.

Community Open Day

Event held in April. Strong support from land care community and Nyungar community.

Citizen Science/community

Partnership with Murdoch University supporting PhD project: Behavioral responses of a 		
monitoring freshwater turtle elicited by climate change and urbanization, (Snake-necked Turtle)
On-going photo monitoring being conducted by community members.

Category: Rehabilitation

Summary of activities under the Rehabilitating Roe 8
Rehabilitation Management Plan
Category: Communication
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Activity

Progress

Seed collection

Seed collection continues within Department of Biodiversity Conservation and Attractions
reserves and within the Roe 8 corridor and City of Cockburn reserves.

Tubestock orders

Tubestock orders have been received with 39,000 tubestock delivered for winter 2019. 13,500
installed in winter 2018.

Weed control

Weed control on-going throughout the corridor targeting priority weeds such as Perennial
Veldt Grass, bulbous weeds and other grass species. Annual weeds have also been treated.

Vegetation Monitoring

Murdoch University has completed formal monitoring of 52 plots within the corridor.
Revegetation monitoring has been commenced assessing survival rates of planted tubestock.

Activity

Progress

Community database

Updated

Stakeholder database

Updated

Fauna Monitoring

Invertebrate monitoring has been completed.

Rehabilitating Roe 8 website

Weekly updates posted, additional pages added, improved function and viewing

Weed mapping

Weed mapping report was completed allowing for strategic weed control

Rehabilitating Roe 8 E-newsletter

Create and distributed bi-monthly E-newsletter. 2nd edition delivered

Photo Monitoring

Frequently asked questions

Created and loaded onto City’s website and on the Rehabilitating Roe 8 website

On-going photo monitoring has occurred within sections of the corridor. This work has been
undertaken by community members.

City of Cockburn website

Updated

Watering program

Initiated watering program for installed tubestock. Only a portion of the installed tubestock
will be watered (3500), due to access constraints.

Local newspapers

Notification of works relating to weed control and firebreaks

Data management

Posters, banners and flyers

Commissioned printing of banner and pull up banners for events.
Created number of adverts for community open day, community events and planting events

Discussions on linking with platform to act as repository for monitoring data and photo
monitoring. This system has capacity for community access through subscription.

Site Security and Access

Formalization of limestone firebreak within North Lake Rd East.
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Community Score Card

Table 1. Progress against community engagement and involvement objectives (continued)
Goal

The Rehabilitating Roe 8 project has been divided into two main themes:
1) Community and Nyungar Culture and;
2) Plants and Animals

Communicating the progress against key performance indicators identified in the
Rehabilitating Roe 8 Rehabilitation Management Plan (RMP) (Emerge 2018) are
reported on below in a traffic light format.

2. Ensure the community has
input into decision-making and
into the implementation of the
RMP

Given this is the first year of activity we expect many areas will improve over time.

On Track

On Watch

Needs Attention

Community and Nyungar Culture
Goal
3. Ensure the community has
opportunities for hands-on
involvement in the
implementation of the RMP

Table 1. Progress against community engagement and involvement objectives
Goal
1. Recognise Aboriginal heritage
and continued connection to
land ensuring Nyungar culture
is maintained at each step in
the implementation of the RMP

Objectives

The South West Aboriginal Land
and Sea Council and the Aboriginal
Reference Group both are sitting
members of the Rehabilitating Roe 8
Advisory Committee.

1.2 The Wadjuk Working Group and
other key Aboriginal stakeholders
are further consulted and through
consultation indicate support for
any proposed update to the RMP’s
approach to Aboriginal heritage

The Project Manager will be
presenting to the Whudjuk Working
Group in September 2019.

1.3 A full ‘Aboriginal heritage survey’
is completed within the first two
years of implementation and the
outcomes of that survey inform
review of the RMP as required†

Consultant appointed

1.4 A cultural protocol tool is developed
through work with the Wadjuk
Working Group that outlines how
Nyungar culture will be reflected in
each step of the project

Developed and part of the
Community Expectaions Report
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Status

Comment

2.1 Membership to the Rehabilitating
Roe 8 Advisory Committee is open
to all interested community groups
and individuals
2.2 Committee membership term limits
are established for members of
the Rehabilitating Roe 8 Advisory
Committee

Terms of reference have been
developed and accepted.

2.3 Invitation is extended every second
year to the local community to join
the Rehabilitating Roe 8 Advisory
Committee

The tenure of membership has been
agreed by committee members to
be every two years.

2.4 At least 60% of respondents to the
‘community expectations and
satisfaction’ survey support the
Rehabilitating Roe 8 project

Will be informed by survey to be
conducted in November 2019.

2.5 At least 60% of respondents to the
‘community expectations and
satisfaction’ survey† feel involved in
the Rehabilitating Roe 8 project

Will be informed by survey to be
conducted in November 2019.

Objectives

Status

Comment

3.1 A range of different community
organisations are given the
opportunity to involve their
members in implementation of the
RMP
3.2 Key stakeholder organisations
identified in this plan are given the
opportunity to involve their
members in implementation of the
RMP

Comment

1.1 Membership to the Rehabilitating
Roe 8 Advisory Committee is open
to all interested community groups
and individuals

1.5 An ‘acknowledgement of country’
recognises Nyungar culture at each
step of the project
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Status

Objectives

3.3 At least 60% of respondents to the
‘community expectations and
satisfaction’ survey report having
had the opportunity to be involved
in RMP activities

Goal
4. Develop trust, alignment and
a shared understanding of the
RMP

Goal
5. Honour, involve and
acknowledge the long and
recent history of community
and stakeholder involvement
on the Rehabilitating Roe 8
project during the
implementation of the RMP

Objectives

Will be informed by survey to be
conducted in November 2019.

Status

4.1 At least 60% of respondents to the
‘community expectations and
satisfaction’ survey indicate that
they understand the objectives of
the Rehabilitating Roe 8 project

Objectives

Comment
Will be informed by survey to be
conducted in November 2019.

Status

Comment

5.1 Community and stakeholder
participation to date is
acknowledged at the
commencement of all engagement
and involvement initiatives

Rehabilitating ROE8 I Annual Report 2018/ 2019
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Table 1. Progress against community engagement and involvement objectives (continued)
Goal
6. Regularly guide updates and
adaptions to the RMP informed
by engagement

Objectives

Status

6.1 Complete one review of the plan per
year, informed by the ‘community
expectations and satisfaction’
survey and an analysis of other
community and stakeholder
feedback

Review to be undertaken in early
2020

To be undertaken in early 2020

6.2 Using the adaptive management
process, update and improve all
components of the RMP as required
		

Goal
7. Ensure communications are
consistent, accessible and
transparent from the
outset of the implementation
of the RMP

Objectives

Comment

Status

Comment
Will be informed by survey to be
conducted in November 2019.

7.1 At least 60% of respondents to the
‘community expectations and
satisfaction’ survey indicate that
communications are consistent,
accessible and transparent

Limestone firebreak installed. Image L.Metz
Goal
8. Strengthen the unique
community and sense of place
associated with the site

Objectives

Status

Students attending planting event. Image: L.Metz

Comment

8.1 Respondents to the ‘community
expectations and satisfaction’
survey give examples of
strengthened community and sense
of place in open-ended responses

Will be informed by survey to be
conducted in November 2019.

8.2 Incorporate a cultural/interpretive
element into all management areas

Will be informed through
project/event audits.

Plants and Animals
“The goal of ecological restoration is full recovery, insofar as possible,
even if outcomes take long timeframes or involve high inputs”
(Principle 4, Standards Reference Group SERA (2017)
‘Primary’ and ‘minimum’ restoration goals have been developed for ‘cleared areas’ and ‘uncleared areas within
20m of cleared areas’, as outlined in the Rehabilitation Management Plan (Emerge 2018).
The primary goals aim to optimise restoration outcomes within the site over the ten year implementation
period such that the full ecological restoration of the site has the highest potential to be achieved in the long
term (Emerge 2018).

Table 2. Primary and minimum restoration goals for the rehabilitation project
(source Rehabilitating Roe 8 Rehabilitation Management Plan)
Goal

Primary Objectives

Minimum Objectives

Re-establish native vegetation within
cleared areas and manage threats such
that:

a) the condition of the restored native
vegetation is better than that prior to
clearing

b) the condition of the restored
native vegetation is equal to or
better than that prior to clearing

Re-establish fauna habitat within cleared
areas and manage threats such that:

a) the target ecosystems have the
highest potential to be fully restored in
the long term

b) the target ecosystems can
reasonably be expected to be fully
restored in the long-term

Re-establish ecosystem function within
cleared areas and manage threats
such that:

a) the target ecosystems have the
highest potential to be fully restored in
the long term

b) the target ecosystems can
reasonably be expected to be fully
restored in the long-term

Manage uncleared areas within 20m of
cleared areas and manage threats
such that:

a) the condition of the native vegetation
is better than that prior to clearing

b) the condition of the native
vegetation is equal to or better
than that prior to clearing

Bindi Bindi Dreaming at Community Open Day. Image T.Russell
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Vegetation monitoring has been undertaken by Murdoch University and has provided the following
results against the seven target ecosystems for 2018 against recovery. During vegetation monitoring
Murdoch University also analyzed the impacts of soil compaction, mulch piles and soil pH influencing
recovery and found these factors do not appear to have had a negative effect on vegetation recovery
(Fontaine and Standish 2019).
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Pink Summer Calytrix (Calytrix fraseri). Image L.Metz

Table 3. Specific restoration objectives/metrics for the rehabilitation project
(source Rehabilitating Roe 8 Rehabilitation Management Plan)

Phoenix Road

Sudlow Road
387000

L A K E

388000

389000

390000

Goal

Primary Objectives

Minimum Objectives

9. Re-establish native vegetation in
cleared areas

9.1a) Density (stems/unit area) of each
important native species ±25% of
that recorded in reference sites

9.1b) Density (stems/unit area) of
each important native species
±50% of that recorded in
reference sites

9.2a) Count of native flora ≥90% mean
species richness identified for
target ecosystem

9.2b) Count of native flora species
richness ≥60% mean species
richness identified for target
ecosystem^

9.3a) Cover (%) native understorey flora
species ≥95% of total understorey
cover (%)

9.3b) Cover (%) native understorey
flora species ≥80% of total
understorey cover (%)

9.4a) Understorey cover (%) ±25% mean
understorey cover (%) recorded in
reference sites

9.4b) Understorey cover (%) >50%
mean understorey cover (%)
recorded in reference sites

6448000

6448000

Doolette Street

B I B R A

Image 1. Target Ecosystems within Rehabilitating Roe 8 project site (map courtesy Emerge 2018)

On Track
Corridor averages within
range of averages for
benchmark reference

Target Ecosystem
Site boundary
Cadastral boundary
Banksia woodland

Not Determined
Corridor averages below range
of averages for benchmark
reference measured in same year

Banksia/coastal blackbutt woodland
Banksia/jarrah woodland
Banksia/tuart woodland
Banksia/woody pear woodland

Needs Attention
Not determined here but
to be targeted in future
monitoring
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Holly-leaved banksia woodland
Wet forest and woodland
Modified native vegetation

Table 4. Summary of results against Goals 9.1-9.4 within seven target ecosystems for 2018
(Fontaine and Standish 2019). Note: 95% confidence intervals were used to score recovery.
Goal
Metric
Banksia
Banksia
Banksia
Banksia
Banksia
Holly-leaved
Wet Forest
		
blackbutt
Jarrah
Tuart
Woody-pear		
Banksia		
							
Density (stems/
9.1
unit area)
9.2

Count of native
flora species
richness

9.3

% coverall native
perennials

9.4

% cover weeds
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Table 5. Specific restoration objectives/metrics for the rehabilitation project (continued)

10.1a) Frequency of records
for native fauna species
≥100% that recorded in
baseline survey and/or
reference sites

10.1b) Frequency of records
for native fauna species
≥50% that recorded in
baseline survey and/or
reference sites

11.2b) Depth (cm) litter ±50%
mean depth litter (cm)
recorded in reference
sites

Litter negligible given the
s Road
early stage of recovery.
mu
a
hid
This will be included in future
Arc
monitoring

11.3a) Cover (%) bare ground
±25% mean cover (%)
recorded in reference
sites

11.3b) Cover (%) bare ground
±50% mean cover (%)
recorded in reference
sites

This will be included in future
monitoring

11.4a) Count of native flora
species recorded as
naturally recruited
juveniles ±50% that
recorded in reference
sites

11.4b) Naturally recruited
juveniles of any
native flora species
recorded

This will be included in future
monitoring

12.1a) Cover (%) native
understorey flora
species ≥95% of total
understorey cover (%)

12.1b) Cover (%) native
understorey flora
species ≥80% of total
understorey cover (%)

N O R T H

The ten-year plan provides guidance on
communications, community engagement,
L A K
restoration and monitoring activities associated
with the social rehabilitation and ecological
restoration of Roe 8. The intention of the RMP is
to provide an adaptive management framework
to allow for changes in responses and methods
to both community objectives and rehabilitation
objectives.

Have some baseline
data. Requires additional
monitoring
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12. Manage native
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uncleared areas
within 20 m of
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388000

These will be included in
future monitoring
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11. Re-establish
ecosystem
function† in
cleared areas

An invertebrate survey was
completed with 69 species
of ants identified within the
corridor. A vertebrate survey
is to be conducted in spring
2019
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10 year Rehabilitation Management Plan
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6450000
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6449000

Minimum Goal

Lake

10. Re-establish native
vegetation in
cleared areas

Primary Goal
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Image 2. Plan
Restoration
areas within Rehabilitating Roe 8 project site (map courtesy Emerge 2018)
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Forward Planning Recommendations
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While Emerge Associates makes every attempt to ensure the accuracy and completeness of data, Emerge accepts no responsibility for externally sourced data used
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Rehabilitating Roe 8 Advisory Committee

Volunteers

The Rehabilitating Roe 8 Advisory Committee
(RR8AC) has a pivotal role in providing input and
guidance to all aspects of the RMP from planting
locations to reviewing the RMP annually.

The Rehabilitating Roe 8 project seeks to engage
community members in a number of ways. The
project offers on ground activities such as planting
but also community capacity building activities.

In February 2019, fifteen members from the
community, stakeholder organisations and one
government agency came together. Subsequently
an additional community group Save Beeliar
Wetlands was identified as being a critical
stakeholder and was invited to join the Advisory
Committee. The terms of reference were amended
to facilitate their inclusion.

Community groups linked to the project such as
the Cockburn Community Wildlife Corridor have
been undertaking their own bush care volunteer
activities within the corridor focussing on hand
weeding and vegetation mapping of Banksia and
Tuart trees. They have adopted two areas within
the corridor and have run fortnightly events in
these spaces. Cockburn Community Wildlife
Corridor members have contributed 600 hours
over 28 events. This contributes $18,000 of value
towards the project.

Rehabilitating Roe 8 Advisory Committee. Image L.Metz

Rehabilitating Roe 8 Advisory Committee meeting
agendas and minutes are available to view on the
Rehabilitating Roe 8 website rehabilitatingroe8.org
under Resources.

In addition other volunteers have participated as
either corporate groups, schools and community
members.

Traditional Owners
A key outcome of the community engagement
activities have been the development of a set of
cultural protocols which are being embedded into
the implementation of the rehabilitation works.

Community Open Day
David Pigram performing at Community Open Day. Image T.Russell

These protocols allow clear actions to be taken
to maximise the opportunity to engage with local
Nyungar people in a range of ways. Nyungar
people have been involved with this project
through Welcome to Country ceremonies, sharing
stories about special locations, plants and animals
as well as attending on-ground community events.
An Aboriginal Heritage Survey and Cultural
Heritage Management Plan have been identified
as key investigations that are scheduled to occur
in the following six months. These will help inform
key locations and procedures regarding sites of
significance within the corridor.

A Community Open Day was held in April
showcasing many community groups who are
involved with the project. The open day was also
an opportunity for community members to share
their feedback about what was important to them,
how they wanted to be involved with the project
and how they wanted to be informed.
Sign-up sheets were also provided for those
wanting to be added to the database and ideas
were gathered on what events, activities and
communications the community wanted.

Community volunteers removing weeds from North Lake Rd West
site. Image L.Metz

Community Landcare Events
On-ground activities such as weeding, vegetation
mapping and planting events continue to be well
attended and provide a great source of community
sense of place.
Four land-care activities were held during JanuaryMay 2019. These events contributed 228 hours of
volunteer labour to the project.
Six community planting events occurred in 2018-19.
One was held in 21st July 2018. Five were held during
June 2019 including participants from corporate
groups such as Woodside and BHP, school groups
and community. Over 308 volunteers have attended
community planting events contributing over one
thousand volunteer hours with a value of $30,000 to
the rehabilitation project.

Marie Taylor provided Welcome to Country at the Community
Open Day on 14th April 2019. Image T.Russell

Schools
Community Education Events
Two community education events were delivered
during 2018-19 to inspire community members to
learn more and participate in the Rehabilitating
Roe 8 project site and its inherent values. Both
events were booked out and covered topics such
as invertebrates and their impacts on ecological
restoration and bat-box building workshop.
Community participants on Insect Insights workshop . Image L.Metz
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Wildflower Society members hosting a stall at Community Open
Day. Image: T.Russell

Five school education events were held during
2018-19. These included planting events and
environmental education sessions. Schools
from around the Cockburn and Fremantle area
attended including students from Murdoch
University ecological restoration unit. These events
were across all year levels and in some cases an
indigenous education component giving students
a cultural view of land management combined with
on-ground activities.
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Partnerships
The Rehabilitating Roe 8 project has attracted
partnerships and engagement with a number of
different sectors. Volunteer organisations such as
Conservation Volunteers Australia have partnered
to deliver several on ground activities including
hand weeding days and planting events.
The Rehabilitating Roe 8 project sponsored two
science events being the three day Nature City
Seminar and the one day Nature Link symposium.
Sponsorship of these two events allowed
community members to attend and expand
their knowledge on current natural resource
management approaches and how these can be
applied to their volunteer efforts within the Roe 8
site. In addition promotion of the Rehabilitating
Roe 8 project was achieved.

Volunteers undertaking invertebrate sampling in Wetland Forest.
Image L.Metz

Animals: Invertebrate
monitoring
Invertebrates perform essential ecosystem
functions such as soil structuring (e.g earthworms
and termites), nutrient cycling (e.g millipedes and
springtails) and pollination (e.g wasps and flies).
In view of their high abundance, diversity and
responsiveness to changes in the environment,
invertebrates such as ants, provide a metric to
indicate how restoration is progressing
(Bio monitoring International 2019).

Southwestern Snake-necked Turtle (Chelodina colliei, previously
Chelodina oblonga). Image Sharon Meredith

Citizen Science
The Rehabilitating Roe 8 project provides an
opportunity to engage community members on a
range of activities that will contribute to the better
understanding of biological processes within the
restoration site. Photo-monitoring has been
undertaken by a community volunteer which will
provide an invaluable visual record of change
over time.
Murdoch University PhD student Anthony Santoro is
conducting a research project on the Southwestern
Snake-necked Turtle population around the
project site and the Rehabilitating Roe 8 project
has supported this project through a financial
contribution and commitment to engage in the
citizen science component of this project.
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A total of 69 species of ants was sampled by pitfall
traps, with 50 being sampled in the reference sites
and 46 in the cleared sites. Twenty-one species
were only sampled in the reference sites and 16
species were confined to cleared site samples
(Biomonitoring International 2019).

Revegetation North Lake Rd East. Image L.Metz

Where to find more information?

Vertebrate monitoring will occur in spring 2019.

To keep informed about activities, opportunities and what’s been happening in the corridor
visit the Rehabilitating Roe 8 webpage - rehabilitatingroe8.org

Land Management

Sign up to the Rehabilitating Roe 8 E-newsletter
www.cockburn.wa.gov.au/About-Cockburn/News/Newsletters

Several management activities were completed
within the Roe 8 rehabilitation area. Primary
activities included repairs to conservation fences
protecting restoration areas, removal of dumped
rubbish, access control measures to prevent
negative impacts to restoration areas, firebreak
maintenance, tree pruning along firebreaks and
pedestrian paths, feral bee removal, targeted
weed control to reduce fuel loads in key areas and
installation of limestone on selected firebreaks
to help control Dieback and reduce the need for
herbicide application.
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